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Welcome to your Premium Wealth Rorecast for January 2019. This is Tania 
Gabrielle, wealth Astro-Numerologist, and I'm so excited to share what's 
coming up in this incredibly intense month, both in the stars and numbers. As 
usual, I'm going to share the universal month number with you first, which in this 
case is 13 for January, 2019 - and then we'll go into the two lunations, which in 
January are two eclipses, very powerful ones at that, that are going to provide a 
forecast of the big event coming up in early 2020 which will impact us for quite a 
few years, so it's a jam packed forecast. 
 
Let's start with the universal month number for January. So we're going to be in 
a 12 universal year and I talk about that in my Ultimate Yearly Forecast, so I 
recommend, if you want to know the whole forecast for the year, to register for 
that because it was an amazing presentation. Plus you get two pdfs that take 
you through the year and five hours of just really power packed information 
about the year that's going to be incredibly intense because of the major event 
happening in Capricorn. And that will be actually discussed in a little bit when I 
get to the eclipses. So I'll get to that in a moment. 
 
But the month for January is going to be 13. When you add one to the number 
12, it's 13. 
 
13 is definitely about change. It is what I call the "Divine feminine" number - 
thenumber aligned with the ability to transform, be totally flexible, give birth to 
something brand new and definitely powerful because it's aligned with the 
moon. 
 
Why is 13 aligned with a moon? Well, we have 13 lunar cycles in one calendar 
year. We have 13 weeks in a season, four times 13 equals 52 weeks. So 13 is 
connected to the moon and the moon of course governs the feminine cycles 
and so it is a feminine number. 
 
13 is also about empowerment. It is a very emotionally powerful number, but 
also a number of just allowing others to thrive as a result of giving them wisdom 
or allowing them to discover their inner wisdom. So it is a very nurturing 
number, but it can bring sudden events that wake you up because it is also 
about transformation. Very similar to the Pluto energy in astrology. 
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So what that means is - in January parts of your life may come to an end in 
order for you to release them and start fresh and renewed, which of course is a 
beautiful theme for the first month of the year. We like that idea. 
 
So let's say you've been holding on, clinging to some areas or people or ideas 
or projects. You'll be confronted by those things if they're not for your highest 
good in January, and these old ideas or people will be swept away to make 
room for a healthier, higher vibrational replacements basically. Or they will just 
be swept away and then you will find yourself and discover what it is you didn't 
see and what needs to be renewed in order to move forward. 
 
As a result, you may be meeting new People, or people who you've known 
already come back into your life in a new way. There are new ideas you'll be 
looking at, conditions - you'll take notice for sure. 13 is very surprising and you 
also will be confronted with being very authentic in your decision making 
process. When you do, when everything is approached from total honesty, trust, 
authenticity, the number 13 really rewards you with a lot of joy because the 
letting go of what doesn't work and the acceptance of change as a natural 
cycle... 
 
Remember 13 governs the four seasons, the 13 weeks in a season, so it's 
naturally about change that is really to be trusted just because it is a natural 
thing to have an ebb and flow, so the natural acceptance of this natural change 
in any 13 cycle will help you to stop feeling either stagnation in your life or you 
feel just frustrated. 
 
It will instead reinvigorate you. So yes, this is a total reboot of your body, mind 
and spirit. Again, like I said, perfect for the month of January, since we feel 
refreshed anyway. You can grow immensely during a 13 cycle. As you depart 
situations, you may also travel more or you will do something else that replaces 
the old with the new. 
 
13 reduces to 4. That's the number of manifestation. It is the number that 
represents Mother Earth, so it allows what you're discovering in the number 13 
to be manifested. So your inspirations can be turned into viable products, for 
example - anything that just gets channeled into physical reality. 
 
4 is also the number that represents an enigma, so you may feel both like 
bringing more structure into your life, having complete visibility and authenticity 
and being totally transparent. 4 is all about honesty and seeing things clearly and 
putting things in their rightful place. 
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On the other hand, 4 thinks outside the box, so that's the enigma. It likes to go 
on a tangent and sometimes you can't connect the dots, right? So you need to 
be very open to your intuition because as you get organized, you may also 
realize something that is really out-of-the-box and allows you to switch gears in 
a wonderful way as well. 
But definitely, this is a number of work and work-related travel. Anything work-
related, taking care of projects. 
 
Also, 4 governs the home, architecture, feng shui. Anything to do with laying a 
foundation in your home or where you work. It's a number of responsibility and 
accomplishment as well. 

 
 

Partial Solar Eclipse (New Moon) in Capricorn 
January 6, 2019 at 1:28 am UT (London) 
January 5, 2019 at 8:28 pm EST (New York) 
January 5, 2019 at 5:28 pm PST (Los Angeles) 
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Now I'm going to go into the two eclipses for you. I'm so blown away by 
what's going on in 2019. It's just so incredible. 
 
So we have three eclipses is in Capricorn. Three.  
 
We start the year on January 6th, universal time in London and January 
5th in the Americas with a Capricorn solar eclipse. And we end the 
year with a Capricorn solar eclipse, lliterally in the final days of the year. 
And then in the middle of the year, in July, we have another Capricorn 
eclipse. So three in 2019. 
 
Why is this even more important? Well, because of the big stellium that 
happens in early January 2020, which is what a lot of the Ultimate Yearly 
Forecast is about. It's so important. This is a 500 year-event. It's even 
more than a 500-year event because it's not just the conjunction between 
Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn. That hasn't happened in 500 years. 
Capricorn is the sign that Saturn rules. 
 
But we have the Sun and Mercury joining them because the quadruple 
conjunction or stellium happens to take place while the Sun is in 
capricorn. 
 
It could take place anytime, right? It could take place in May or in August 
or September. But no, it takes place while the Sun is in capricorn. So we 
have the Sun and Mercury joining Saturn and Pluto. So that's why it's a 
stellium - four planets conjunct in Capricorn - and, not only that, Jupiter 
will be in Vapricorn by then as well. So it's actually five planets in 
Capricorn (4 in conjunction) for this big event. So it will be bigger. 
 
The effect on us, the impact on humanity will be bigger than in 1518, 
which is when Martin Luther broke away from the Catholic church. Huge 
event as it really celebrated freedom and relinquishing disempowerment, 
right? We'll feel that across the board in huge ways. And as I explained in 
the ultimate Yearly Forecastin great detail, the buildup to that event 
happens in 2019, which is why it's such an important year. 
 
And so let's start with the first of three Capricorn eclipses this year, 
because not only do we have the stellium coming up in January 2020, but 
it coincides with the lunar nodes being in Capricorn / Cancer. 
 
This is totally incredible. There are other things going on as well, including 
the 5 consecutive full moons at 00° degrees all happening now, and the 
consecutive new moons at 15°. 
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So this is a partial solar eclipse, at 15 degrees Capricorn. The third (a 
solar eclipse is a new moon). So this is at 15 degrees, right smack in the 
middle. 15 is the number that is in the middle of zero to 30. Every sign has 
30 degrees. So it is a balancing act for the 0° full moons that are 
happening at the very same time. Like I said, incredible amounts going on. 
 
So this 15 degrees, Capricorn partial solar eclipse happens on January six 
universal time. 15 reduces to 6. So we have a double 6 - January 6 and 
15/6. 
 
6 is the number of love, family home, home business, wealth, abundance, 
responsibility, nurturing, and 15 is the spiritual alchemist number, so a 
really beautiful, beautiful numerology code here for this New Year's 
eclipse. 
 
Now, why is this such a powerful eclipse? Well, Saturn and Pluto are 
already in Capricorn. Saturn moved in a year ago. Pluto has been in 
Capricorn for few years, but they're now coming closer and closer 
together. And this eclipse happens smack in the middle right in between 
Saturn and Pluto. So it triggers the stellium for next year. Plus Mercury just 
entered Capricorn at this time. Mercury is at 1°. 
 
So we have Mercury, Saturn, Moon, Sun, Pluto, all in Capricorn for this 
eclipse. 
So why am I telling you this? Well, whatever is happening in your life 
around this time, and I don't mean just on that day, I mean from now until 
six months from now because eclipses have a six month impact on us 
until the next series - whatever is happening, especially between now and 
the end of January, February - it's almost destined. It wil have a huge 
empowering impact on your life. 
 
Capricorn symbolizes leadership, courage, power. It is the sign that rules 
the 10th house of career, of our public standing, how we manage our gifts 
and turn them into viable services and how we stand in the limelight. How 
do we proclaim who we are. And I don't mean you have to be famous, but 
to have the courage to stand out because you have something important 
to offer others that's healing, uplifting, going to help them in a certain way. 
How are you doing that? 
 
This is the call to action that we're all going to be confronted with. And for 
those of us who are doing what we love, it will take us to a new, deeper 
level. So it's not just for those who have not found their way. 
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This is literally a huge call to action for everyone. 
 
The other thing is that this Solar Eclipse is a New moon. So it will bring 
some new energy that is all about Capricorn energy - steadfast, ambitious, 
reaching your goals, not letting anyone stand in your way.  
 
The mountain goat is capricorn. The mountain goat climbs up to the top of 
the mountain, very treacherous. If you've ever seen a mountain goat do 
that on a nature documentary. You can see it', incredible to watch them. 
They can bypass danger by being very flexible, nimble and courageous. 
And that's what this sign is about.  
 
And climbing a mountain symbolizes a direct path to success, right? That's 
meaning the top of the mountain.  
 
With the sun and moon at 15 degrees, joy, spiritual alchemy, service, love, 
responsibility are highlighted.  
 
The new moon eclipse conjunct Pluto and Saturn, which is all about 
transformation, rebirth, taking your life seriously, having a plan, there is so 
much here about your life shifting and taking your gifts seriously and 
being, having the determination to accept whatever purging is going on, 
meaning whatever needs to be relinquished, whether those are people 
who are, uh, you know, standing in your way, uh, or ideas or beliefs that 
are needing to be purged in order for you to move forward. 
 
And then, like I said, leading up to that powerful, powerful event in 2020, 
which will impact us for, for quite a few years here. So that is the new 
moon eclipse. 
 
Now, the transits that it makes are: 
 
Mercury squaresMars, and that is something that may feel a little bit 
aggressive, like you may go a little overboard when you communicate an 
idea with others. So be careful of that. But it also gets you really activated 
- Mars is energy. And so whatever ideas you have, you need to put them 
down and be creative with them. 
 
This solar eclipse also forms a beautiful sextile to Neptune, which is the 
spiritualization, unconditional love, inspiration, imagination planet. And the 
sextile is stunning. It's literally less than a degree. 
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So it's almost exact with the sun and moon forming the sextile to Neptune. 
So this is very beautiful. You're going to feel like you want beauty around 
you and go deeper into your spiritual studies and anything to do with Soul 
centered activities, beautiful music, art, whatever it is, you're going to want 
to nurture your Soul in a gorgeous way. 
So this is, this is a big one. A very, very exciting way to start the year. 

 
 
 

  Total Lunar Full Moon Eclipse in Leo 
January 21, 2019 at 1:38 pm UT (London) 
January 21, 2019 at 8:38 am EST (New York)  
January 21, 2019 at 5:38 am PST (Los Angeles) 
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Now the second eclipse is a Full Moon, of course, and it is total. It is the 
final eclipse that's happening on the Leo Aquarius Axis. So what happens 
is, when the north node and south node change signs, there are still one or 
two eclipses that can happen in the "old" signs, which are Leo and 
Aquarius. So we've had eclipses in those signs for the last year and a half 
or so. 
 
So this is the final one. And then we just moved completely into Capricorn 
Cancer eclipses for the next year, possibly little over a year. 
 
So why is this a wonderful eclipse? Well, first of all, Leo is the royal sign. It 
is about shining your light, so anything to do with Leo allows you to get on 
stage, proclaim who you are, and it's a very romantic sign. It's a sign that 
just loves to share. 
 
And the total eclipse is happening at 00°. This is the third of five 
consecutive full moons at 00°. It happens January 21st at 5:16 AM in 
Greenwich, England. So that would be 12:16 AM in New York. And January 
20th central time, mountain time, Pacific Time, in Hawaii - so it happens in 
those time-zones on January 20th. But it is happening on January 21st 
universal time. 
 
That number 21 is important. Why? Because we're in the 21st century and 
21 is the number of truth. It also reduces to 3, which is about joy, so that's 
important to keep in mind. 
 
So it activates that number of our 21st century and then the 00°. Of course 
it's pressing the reset button. 
 
This is a total eclipse. As I said, it is a full moon. It's very powerful and it 
has a T-square to Uranus. Uranus rules Aquarius. The Sun isat 00° 
Aquarius. The Moon is at 00° Leo and then it forms a T-square to Uranus, 
which rules Aquarius. 
 
So you can imagine this is going to really create radical shifts. I mean 
Uranus is very much about excitement, revolution, unexpected events - 
and Uranus governs your inner genius. 
 
And Uranus is still at the very end degrees of Aries. It's a critical degree, 28 
degrees. It has now moved direct - it did that earlier in January. So it's 
moving towards Taurus and it will enter Taurus in early March, and that's 
going to be huge because Uranus will be in Taurus until 2025 /2026. 
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So for this total Full Moon Eclipse Uranus is forming this T-square. T-
squares are the most activating sacred geometric shape in astrology. 
Besides the conjunctions T-squares are big because they really motivate 
us and we really have no choice but to get up and do something. And 
since Leo is associated with royalty monarchy, and it also governs 
creativity and warmth and all that, so your heart, your desire for performing 
has, has changed. And I don't mean becoming a musician, going on stage, 
necessarily. I'm saying to have a platform to express your gifts - this 
platform of expression is going through some radical changes because 
remember, we're in this Capricorn/career energy all year and beyond... 
 
Capricorn is your career. So there's going to be a huge focus on what your 
Divine mission is. And so Leo is saying, okay, you really need to now focus 
on that part of your life. 
 
Now, any full moon, where the sun is opposite the moon, will focus on your 
relationships as well. That's just a given because it is about the feminine 
and masculine being brought into balance. Leo governs the Fifth House of 
Romance, so there can be a romantic flavor to this eclipse. Meaning you 
may meet somebody, it may be a radical change, it may be an unexpected 
event. It may really take you off guard, but it's going to shift you in a big 
way. 
 
Your intuition is hugely activated with this eclipse because Uranus governs 
your inner genius as well, a galactic awareness that we are not alone. 
 
You will also yearn for freedom. So if you're in a situation where you don't 
feel free and independent and liberated, then Uranus will come in and 
show you that number one... but also give you a good reason to change 
the dynamics of whatever that situation is. 
Other trends during this eclipse are that the moon forms a trine to Chiron 
and the Sun is sextile to Chiron and Chiron is still in Pisces, it recently 
moved back into Pisces after enterin Aries because of a retrograde. So this 
trine and sextile is very harmonious. That means it brings wonderful healing 
and also puts your mind on love as well. 
 
Chiron also governs love, so love and healing are on the forefront. So this 
will be wonderful for healing old wounds and also healing and health in 
general. So a focus on your health is wonderful as well. 
 
We also have an almost exact aspect and this is really lovely with Venus 
and Jupiter. They are conjunct in Sagittarius. 
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Jupiter Rules Sagittarius. This conjunction happens at 15 degrees 
Sagittarius conjunct (meaning right next to) Venus and they're forming an 
exact trine to Mars. So Venus and Jupiter together both trine Mars. 
 
Now if there is not a beautiful love trine, then I don't know what there is, 
but this is all about love again. So, Mars and Venus, male and female, 
Masculine Feminine Energy and Jupiter - Joy, fortunate events. 
 
If you are in a relationship, it will deepen it, it will stimulate it, it will make it 
more romantic, it will expand it, it will bring more positive vibes. 
 
If you are not, you may fall in love around this time. Again, this is a six-
month event - eclipses - so it may not be right around this time, it could be 
after or slightly before, but just know that that is also a beautiful dynamic 
that happens. 
 
And then we have Mars Square Saturn. Saturn is of course in Capricorn, its 
own sign. It is exactly square Mars. This can bring up some latent anger 
issues or frustrations or events that you really need to work through. Saturn 
is always the timekeeper. An old description of Saturn is the planet of 
Karma. I don't like using that word because it has a very negative 
connotations, but it generally means that whatever you need to clean up 
energetically, maybe in regards to masculine energy or forward 
momentum, this is a really important time to not get frustrated about it. But 
to actually clear it, we have such beautiful setup of other transits, so you'll 
have the energy to actually move forward in a very positive way. 

 
 

      Now we're going to go into every day of January. 
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January 1 - 8 
 

Tuesday, 1.1.2019 = 14/5 
Welcome to the 19th Year – a 10/1 New Beginnings energy! 
This sets up a 1:1:1 code of fresh new energy. 
Your mind is very active today. 
Freedom, movement, flexibility and adventure are big themes. 
Honor your uniqueness and individuality 
Take a risk 
This is a pivot points on many levels. 

 
Mars enters Aries New Year’s Eve 
Courage, inner fire, direction are fired up. 
You’re desire to succeed and move forward bring the year to a dynamic start. 
You don’t take “no” for an answer. 
Action is the keyword! 
 

 
 

Wednesday, 1.2.2019 = 15/6 
Unconditional Love is your source of Security and calm 
Let go and forgive for the deepest serenity 
Intimacy and romance bless you…  
Create sweet, heart-centered connections 
Communicate one-on-one 
Be patient. Bask in the healing energy. 

 

Sun conjunct Saturn at 11° 
You are persistent and absorbed in your activities 
Time alone and in quiet inspire you to assert yourself 
This is a powerful time to concentrate and get ahead 
11° for Sun and Saturn opens the 11:11 portal and signifies a fresh start 
You can achieve a lot around this time – and get recognized for your achievements 
Bringing order and structure to a part of your life is important 
Declutter and simplify your life and environment 
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Thursday, 1.3.2019 = 16/7 
Express yourself in conjunction with listening to your intuition 
Take a time-out, spend some time today alone. 
Surrender to where joy directs your attention 
Balance serenity with socializing 
Create and play – your imagination is expansive 

 
Moon conjunct Jupiter 
You feel loving, happy, affectionate 
You experience small advantages, fortunate shifts 
Your heart is recognized 
Your feel immensely grateful 
 

 
 
 

Friday, 1.4.2019 = 17/8 
The 4 and 8 code of Destiny and Fate is activated today. 
Manifestation is greatly favored. 
Bring things in order. 
The Immortality number brings a strong energy surge. 
Take responsibility for all parts of who you are and being at any given moment 

Mercury trine Uranus at 28° 
You have great powers of observation 
New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news 
Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention 
You desire independence 
Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong 
 
 
 
 
Saturday, 1.5.2019 = 18/9 
Today marks a pivot point as you small and big decisions 
You crave taking a new direction and letting go  
Something may come to a culmination 
Take time to rest and release 
Set a radical new intention  
Welcome the unexpected and surprises 
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Partial Solar ECLIPSE (New Moon) in Capricorn at 15° 
(January 5 at 8:28 EST, 5:28 PST and January 6 at 1:28 am Universal Time) 
Just a few days after the Sun and Saturn merge together in Capricorn – the sign 
Saturn rules, we experience the first of three Capricorn eclipses in 2019. 
 
Your career and professional life are in the spotlight this year 
Pay close attention to how you are expressing your gifts  
Choose new ways to manifest your divine mission 
 
Capricorn is a strong leadership sign, steadfast, reliable, responsible and ambitious, 
so make goals a priority 
 
With the Sun and Moon at 15° - number of Spiritual Alchemy – and the third of FIVE 
consecutive New Moons at 15°, you are being asked to truly create your own MAGIC. 
 
This New Moon Eclipse is conjunct Saturn and Pluto (on either side of the Sun and 
Moon) attracting both discipline and transformation, responsibility and rebirth.  
 
You are so empowered as you take control of all aspects of your life. 
 
Determination and purging the old go hand and hand.  
 
Welcome all changes and surprising developments that come your way now – they 
result in highly positive outcomes! 
 
 
 
Sunday, 1.6.2019 = 19/10/1 
Be of service in a new way 
The Prince of Heaven number merges with Love 
Innovative approaches to love and adore to prosperity 
Attracting abundance is favored today 
Nurturing yourself and being there for others opens the 
door for new delightful opportunities 

 
Uranus stations direct at 28° Aries 
Uranus is a standstill changing direction and moving forward again.  
By early March Uranus will be back in Taurus and stay in that sign for six years. 
While it spends the next two months in Aries you have a major energy surge, are excited about 
new ideas and can break new ground. 
You are attracted to the unconventional and appreciate freedom. 
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Monday, 1.7.2019 = 20/2 
Take a rest and a time-out today, if you can – it feels more like a weekend day 
Listen to your inner voice 
Spend one-on-one time and alone time 
This is a quiet, peaceful day to bring your vibration into harmony and balance 
Do something sweet and caring for yourself or another 

 
Moon sextile Mars 
When Mars activates Neptune you feel a spiritualization of energy infusing your body, 
mind and soul. 
Your drive to go deeper into your intuition is magnified! 
Intellectual perception and receptivity are expanded now. 
Guard against acting impulsively or before you have all the info / intel.  
 
 
 
Tuesday, 1.8.2019 = 21/3 
Accepting truth empowers you 
You have the courage to follow your bliss! 
Express your heart and Soul with confidence 
Manifest with playfulness for greatest results 
A great day to create financial flow and expansion 

 
Mercury square Mars 
You may rush into things today – so be extra patient 
Guard against communicating in an aggressive way 
This is not the best day for negotiating or making big decisions 
If you focus on practical, constructive thinking, you will express the quick-paced energy in a 
positive way 
If you feel anxious, Mars is encouraging you to exercise to release the tension 
 
 
 
 

January 9 – 16 
 

 

Wednesday, 1.9.2019 = 22/4 
The harvest is ripe – you are completing something and spending extra time working on a 
project 
Let go, release – and you will feel secure and confident 
Find the underlying root cause and send away what is no longer supportive 
Come home to your heart 
Take love and compassion more seriously 
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Moon sextile Uranus 
You experience emotional breakthroughs today 
Something has come into fruition since the Solar Eclipse 
Act on your instinct 
Expect some surprising developments 
 

 
 
 

Thursday, 1.10.2019 = 14/5 
A new energy influx brings change 
Birth of a fresh new approach 
Decisions invigorate a new direction 
Spend tranquil time focusing on your personal goals 
Your mind feels very active 
Feel free to share and communicate 

 
Moon conjunct Neptune 
Your psychic ability is greatly heightened  
Dreams are more potent 
You have mystical experiences 
You feel spiritually very connected to Source 
Your heart is wide open – sharing unconditional love 
 

 
 
 

Friday, 1.11.2019 = 15/6 
The 11 portal opens love and abundance today 
Love and intimacy are magnified 
Connect one-on-one with others 
Your intuition is greatly heightened and focused on abundance, love and 
nurturing 
This is a very powerful day of positive new beginnings 

 
Sun conjunct Pluto 
Your internal power and confidence are really increased 
This is very intense energy allowing you to probe deeply into the root cause of issues 
Research is greatly favored 
Transformation and rebirth are big themes 
Release and make repairs and reparations 
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Saturday, 1.12.2019 = 16/7 
2019 is a 12 Universal Year of Listening and Joy 
Many spiritual insights are available to you 
Learn and listen 
Being creative awakens your intuition 
Spend both social time and quiet time 
 
Moon conjunct Mars 
You feel more impulsive and energized. 
You have emotional focus and a strong sense of where to direct your energy 
Act on your feelings 

 
 
 
 

Sunday, 1.13.2019 = 17/8 
January is a 13 Universal Month of transformation, empowerment and rebirth 
13:13 attracts sudden shifts and changes 
Divine Downloads empower you 
Trust that you can accomplish anything you set your intentions on 
Align with courage and discipline 
Plan and go manifest 

 
Jupiter Square Neptune (1st of 3 meetings) 
Jupiter in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces are both in their respective home 
signs for this powerful square 
All things Soul-centered and spiritual is coming to the forefront and being 
expanded 
You may question old beliefs and previous ideas about deep subject matters 
Guard against rushing to conclusions 
Use the beautiful energy to be creative 
Your inspiration is greatly expanded 
 
Mercury conjunct Saturn at 12° Capricorn 
Your analytical abilities allow you to probe and get serious about a project that 
requires your mind to be fully engaged 
Focus on the positive to make great progress 
Your concentration is outstanding 
Be patient and focus on the practical and real. 
Seek input from a mentor 
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Monday, 1.14.2019 = 18/9 
Today you are focused on emotional exploration 
As a result, you will have heart-centered breakthroughs 
Your five senses are open and acutely aware 
You may need to get more rest  
When you touch others with Love it creates transformation 
You have the ability to culminate a project or issue – bring it to conclusion 

 
Mercury sextile Neptune 
You have a rich imagination and are very inspired 
Premonition of coming events is likely 
Comprehension of spiritual and intellectual concepts is enhanced 
You are very creative – do anything that lights a creative fire under you 
Compassion and tenderness imbue your relationships 
Socializing is easy – music and beauty relax and inspire 

 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday, 1.15.2019 = 19/10/1 
A gorgeous day of abundance, love and new beginnings 
Spiritual Alchemy blends with the Prince of Heaven number today 
The Light of the Sun (your inner light) creates Divine Magic 
You feel a fresh new passionate energy 
Explore life from a place of joy and love 
Magic is in the air…  

 
Moon trine Saturn 
You take your feelings seriously. 
You take responsibility for your overall well-being. 
Self-control helps you stay on track 
You can settle important matters 
Good for working in seclusion and for negotiations. 
You confidently step up and fulfill your sense of duty. 

 
 
 

Wednesday, 1.16.2019 = 20/2 
Today will feel more like a weekend day as you crave more rest 
Meditate and tune into your intuition during some silent time 
Focus on intimate connections and conversations 
This is a loving, peaceful, spiritual day 
Though you may encounter an unexpected event or breakthrough 
Stay intuitively engaged at all times to receive magnificent insights, messages 
and direction  
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Moon trine Sun 
You feel loving and affectionate 
You are recognized for your gifts and extend that recognition to 
others 
Little gifts and advantages come your way 
You feel happy and connected 
 
 
 
 
 

January 17 – 23 
 
 

Thursday, 1.17.2019 = 21/3 
The Immortality Number 17 merges with the Truth and Joy number 21 
Truth is received with a sense of fun which instills greater confidence 
Implement and create 
Being creative helps you connect to your Soul’s divinity and immortality 
You truly recognize that your Soul is everlasting and gives you the courage to 
take leadership and own all parts of your life 
Humor liberates you  

 
Moon opposite Venus 
Turn to beauty to keep you emotionally in balance 
You may feel a bit moody during parts of the day 
Share your love and dive into a creative project 
You feel very sensual 
Focus on art, music, beautiful scents and affection to stay in harmony 
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Friday, 1.18.2019 = 22/4 
Today mixes the desire for more rest with a passion to work 
Take timeouts when you can and put your energy into an important project 
Love and security are big themes 
Unconditional love and forgiveness restore order and calm 
Listen and dream – this is a day to build something of value that brings peace 

 
Venus trine Mars 
You feel a strong desire for love and affection 
Passions are high 
Social gatherings and going out to a cultural event is a great way to benefit from Venus trine 
Mars  
If you are in an existing partnership, you will feel deeply connected 
If you are entering a new relationship and dating, this is a wonderful date night 
Resolve any personal issues with anyone – this is a great time to discuss and let go 
Creatively you will be very engaged and on fire! 
 
Mercury conjunct Pluto 
You have a great desire to influence and impact others 
You strive to feel recognized and appreciated 
You will have intense, very deep conversations under this transit! 
New perceptions on spirituality and psychology are favored due to your heightened psychic 
abilities 
You may feel a nervous intensity as you uncover new answers 
Your power and influence are great today. 
You can make incredibly empowering discoveries 
 
Sun square Uranus 
You feel an inclination to change and reform.  
You are very open to new ideas and much more flexible to adjust to change 
You are making new plans. 
Freedom and Independence are ignited.  
Guard against making radical shifts or unexpected reactions from others. 
You want to express who you are with total freedom and no restrictions. 
If you feel the need to be impulsive or rebellious or even aggressive, remember to take 
deep breaths 
Be very proactive about creating positive changes in your life now. 
If you feel restless, get to the bottom of the reason, and be open to a new way. 
You are forging the path of the Sacred Warrior! 
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Saturday, 1.19.2019 = 23/5 
The Prince of Heaven number 19, merges with the Royal Star of the Lion Number 23 
Courage and Light imbue your day 
Light, Joy, Movement, Surprises create new beginnings 
Expect change and adjust with ease 
Be flexible and open to the light that makes all visible. 
You crave freedom and independence 
You have the confidence to forge new ground – be extra flexible, this will instill you with 
confidence 

 
Moon square Mars 
You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
You are conscious of your goals. 
Guard against aggression and rashness. 
Act on your feelings – in a positive way. 
Channel the potent energy creatively.  

 
 
 
 

Sunday, 1.20.2019 = 15/6 
Harmony, connection and peaceful resolutions are imbued with love and responsibility 
When you listen you will receive great insights on love and financial flow 
See beauty in everyone and everything 
Reach out and care 
Be of service, nurture yourself and others and connect intimately 

 
Venus square Neptune 
You must act on your desire to create and connect with Source 
Otherwise you may feel more insecure 
Guard against being naïve or easily impressionable – especially regarding matters of love and 
finances 
Channel the energy into unconditional love, tenderness and affection 
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Monday, 1.21.2019 = 16/7 
Sudden insights reveal the Truth 
Play, create and synchronize with the Divine flow 
Take time for both rest and being with others in a social setting 
Listen to beautiful music, walk in nature, meditate 

 

Total Lunar ECLIPSE (Full Moon) in Leo at 00° 
(January 21 at 5:16 am Universal Time, 12:16 am EST, January 20 at 9:16 pm PST) 
The third of five consecutive Full Moons at 00° - so this Total Eclipse is right in the middle of a 
major shift. 
 
Uranus creates a T-square with the Sun and Moon indicating major changes and adjustments 
that you need to act on.You truly yearn freedom now and will need to focus on setting yourself 
free. 
 
00° and Uranus are both powerful symbols of radical new beginnings and focusing on New 
ways. 
 
Since this is a full moon eclipse, parts of your life are also culminating – ending – as you let go 
emotionally and adjust to the new environment. 
 
Love is in the air! Venus and Mars are conjunct in Sagittarius bringing wonderful romance and 
happiness in love. 
 
Mars squares Saturn at 13° (exact during eclipse) which creates both an activation and 
transformation of your responsibilities. Willpower and concentration help you persevere. If you 
feel frustrated you need to exert patience. 
 
You are taking your work and mission totally seriously. 
Responsibilities have increased and you need to act on them. 
Success comes through extra and unusual effort. 
It’s not a time to begin new projects or conquer new ground but concentrate on what 
you already began. 
When you apply yourself by working diligently and being extra patient, this transit will 
feel rewarding. 

 
Leo is the sign that governs the heart – it is ruled by the Sun and symbolizes romance, 
creativity, playfulness, getting on stage and proclaiming your joy, warmth and having a platform 
to express your Divine gifts. 
 
Any full moon or lunar eclipse focuses on your relationships – romantic or platonic, career or 
personal. 
 
Leo is the sign of royalty – step into your royal code. 
Be the King or Queen of your life. 
It’s about to get very exciting and you want to govern your life from your Divine throne 
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Tuesday, 1.22.2019 = 17/8. 
You feel stability and peace 
Be sure to work and manifest today 
The energy around you needs to be stabilized so you feel grounded 
You understand that you are eternally connected to Source and this gives you great 
courage 
Stand your ground and lead 

 
Venus conjunct Jupiter at 16° 
This transit was activated during yesterday’s Total Full Moon Eclipse in Leo 
You feel a strong need for love and affection 
You are passionately engaged with others – also in social gatherings 
You want to experience culture, music, entertainment 
Your inner artist is stimulated 
You feel so good, loving and romantic. 
Relationships are on the front-burner – both personal and platonic. 
This is your “I’m-in-love” moment… 
Any new romance will culminate in a beautiful and has great potential to be lasting. 
Abundance is greatly favored now.  
Focus on financial flow and the expansion of finances - you will be rewarded. 
16° indicates intuitive breakthroughs and spiritual connections. 
You feel lucky! 
 

 
 
 
 

Wednesday, 1.23.2019 = 18/9 
The Royal Star of the Lion number 23 is activated with the number of unconditional 
love, health and rest 
You feel invincible and free 
Forgiveness liberate you 
Take a risk today – accept the unexpected 
Opportunities to love and care more deeply are plentiful 

 
Mercury Square Uranus 
Guard against impatient conversations. 
If you feel nervous tension then communicate with someone to clear out the energy. 
The pace of life is quickened at this time. 
Make sure that you cross all T’s and dot all I’s in your communication with others. 
Both Mercury and Uranus govern connection/communication and the extra electricity can create 
a kind of “short-circuiting” effect. 
You may want to reschedule any important meetings for another day. 
Any big decisions – wait a couple of days before making them real. 
Just be very flexible and open – then the unexpected nature of this transit will not impact you. 
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January 24 – 31 

 
Thursday, 1.24.2019 = 19/10/1 
New beginnings in Love and Abundance 
Family responsibilities need your attention 
Connect with loved ones and family  
Focus on your home environment and financial flow 
You are generous, gentle, strong and loving 
Create something uplifting – with a fresh new perspective 

 
Moon trine Pluto 
You are connecting to deeper emotions 
Purging emotions for healing 
This brings emotional empowerment 
Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and strength 
Lead from a place of passion and love 

 
 
 
 

Friday, 1.25.2019 = 20/2 
Reflect, rest, rejuvenate and connect intimately. 
This is a perfect code for a Friday 
You want a quieter day, while also creating intimate conversations 
Listen to your intuition and make loving eye contact 
This is a day of purification and peace 

 
Mars trine Jupiter 
You have an increased desire to succeed 
Any project you begin now has a greater success rate 
So focus on your intentions, act on them and see the results unfold 
Financial flow can be greatly enhanced 
The good fortune you experience arises from your belief in yourself and the activation of positive 
goals 
Take initiative now to benefit from the wonderful opportunities this transit brings 
You can experience great results in all areas of your life – business, relationships, health, 
spirituality, inner peace, environment, leadership. 
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Saturday 1.26.2019 = 21/3 
Enjoy stepping up and taking the reigns! 
You are merging joy and confidence and the responsibility to make your vision real 
Have fun while stepping into leadership 
Manifest only what brings you happiness 
Seeing the truth liberates you 
Today you can leave behind a big impact  

 
Moon square Pluto 
You may feel heightened emotions 
Emotional excitement is strong, so be patient and breathe. 
If you feel a reaction coming on, focus on discovering an internal awakening instead of 
projecting it outwards. 
This transit can bring many deep discoveries.  
 

 
 
 

Sunday 1.27.2019 = 22/4 
Unconditional love will bring great security 
A focus on family and nurturing is strong today 
Let go and forgive, if asked to, and you will experience great peace 
Lead with wisdom and you will set an example for others 
Seek peaceful and practical solutions 
Plan, then release, and you will prosper 

 
Moon square Sun and Mercury 
Best to take the day off from work (good it’s a Sunday) 
This is a day of readjustment so take time to rest  
Try not to engage in any heated discussions 
Rather channel any tension into writing or sharing your feelings with someone you trust implicitly 
You will have an active mind and intuition – be creative if you have any nervous tension. 

 
 
 

Monday 1.28.2019 = 23/5 
There is a lightness of energy and sense of movement today 
You feel fresh and rejuvenated 
Confidence and an active mind help you tackle new ideas 
You may experience a pivot point, so take that risk 
Freedom is important as you liberate your mind from past beliefs 
Extend that freedom to everyone in your life 

 
Moon trine Neptune 
Your psychic abilities are really strong 
You feel a more delicate, light, sweet and spiritual energy today. 
Your dreams may intensify. 
You receive wonderful insights 
Mystical experiences may shift your perspective 
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Tuesday 1.29.2019 = 24/6 
The 29/11 portal opens up into love and abundance 
Take the initiative to explore what you feel passionate about 
Connect to your loved ones  
Unexpected shifts can lead to an awakening of your responsibilities 
Your Divine mission receives a new energy surge 
Stay present at all time for optimal results 

 
Sun conjunct Mercury 
Your focus is on practical thinking 
Set goals with full conscious engagement. 
Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to reason well. 
Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to explore. 
Negotiations and correspondence are favored 
Good for business matters. 
 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday 1.30.2019 = 25/7 
Creativity and Spirit merge for ultimate understanding 
Speak your truth 
Play and take time for meditation 
Any conversations or socializing are best in quiet places 
Your intuition will guide you through all communication and the sharing of your vision 

 
Moon conjunct Jupiter (square Neptune) 
You feel healthy and good 
Negotiations are favored 
You are very intuitive and able to use your imagination to expand your goals 
You have great empathy for others 
Guard against being impressionable  
Your creativity is very magnified 
Enjoy the beauty life has to offer 
 
 
 
 
Thursday 1.31.2019 = 26/8 
Your inner genius thrives and empowers  
Take the lead by paying attention to unique ideas and perspectives 
Organize, plan and manifest – you will have great results 
Your confidence in trusting the plan and listening to your inner voice is strong 
Think independently and make your vision real 
Clear any clutter (physical, mental or emotional) to make room for success 
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Saturn sextile Neptune 
You have unusual spiritual experiences. 
Your interest in the divination arts and other spiritual subjects increases 
When you focus on your spiritual gifts and make them real, your financial flow greatly increases 
You may meet people who are unique and out of the ordinary 
You long to expand your understanding of other cultures, other dimensions 
Galactic awareness is real – you know and see your place in the Universe. 

 
 

HAPPY 2019!!! 
 
Love and Blessings,  
Tania 
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Wealth Astro-Numerologist and Psychic Tania 
Gabrielle introduced the merging of two ancient 
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to 
the Western World. 

 
Renowned as a gifted channel, Tania unlocks the 
codes in the stars, names and numbers to 
facilitate wealth and well-being. By decoding any 
person or entity’s birth promise and forecast 
map, Tania guides her clients to claim their true 
destiny and divine mission. Her primary focus is 
on teaching spiritual principles that manifest 
practical, real-life results. 

 

As the founder and creator of Numerology 
Academy™ – the first online certification course 
integrating Astrology and Numerology – Tania 

has taught and certified hundreds of students in 37 countries. 
 

Tania was featured and quoted in The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA To- 
day, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence Magazine, 
ESPN.com, Yahoo.com, and US Magazine and interviewed for two documentaries – 
Quantum Communication and The Voice. 

 
Also a gifted composer of classical music, Tania has had her music performed world- 
wide in the most prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 

 
On November 6, 2018 Tania launches her book, Ultimate Guide to Numerology: How to 
use your birthday code to manifest money, magic and miracles. 

 
 

http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Blueprints 

Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 

 

Personal Numerology Blueprint 
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 

 

Your Wealthy Name Code 
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 

 

Your Next 12 Months Forecast 
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 
 

Readings 

Intuitive Counseling Call 
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call 

 

Royal Code Reading™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 

 
 
 

Trainings 

NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 

 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/ 

 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerat
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